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Gain a Clear Picture of Your Workforce
Today's ever-changing world of work brings challenges and opportunities for organizations of all sizes.
Bridging your enterprise workforce through new sourcing approaches certainly aids in accomplishing
business objectives, meeting staffing demands and budget constraints, and helping drive towards a
holistic workforce solution. However, what may be lost in these check-the-box approaches and shiny new
solutions is basic workforce management.
Often, organizations overlook a major challenge: deploying workers at the right place and with the right
access. They may not realize that they are creating a hidden workforce and, in turn, introducing significant
risks.
This type of oversight can place the best
compliance, security and safety plan at risk, not
to mention the potential to adversely impact your
organization’s brand. Yet, there is a solution to
protect against this threat: worker tracking.
Worker tracking provides a clear picture of a company’s external workforce by accounting for all nonemployee workers with access to an organization’s facilities, resources and intellectual property. Learn
more about how your organization can benefit from worker tracking.
"With worker tracking, we are able to assist clients in taking a significant step towards more efficient
management of the security, data, confidentiality and other risks associated with their non-employee
workforce. Many of our clients are now realizing this solution also offers a foundation for future cost
savings and compliance benefits."
Jamiel Saliba, Vice President/General Manager TAPFIN Global

Worker tracking and much more will be discussed at the upcoming CWS Summit in Dallas, Texas. Please
join Dave McGonegal and me at the following sessions on Monday, September 11:



Managing Human Cloud Sourcing Channels Within Your Program roundtable at 9:15am



Total Talent Management: It's About the Journey, Not the Destination panel at 3:45pm

Jennifer Torney
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Recognition
TAPFIN, ManpowerGroup Solutions'
Managed Service Provider, earned MSP
leader designation in NelsonHall's Vendor
Evaluation and Assessment Tool (NEAT)
for the third consecutive year
Learn more about our achievements

Events
Meet ManpowerGroup Solutions/TAPFIN
at an upcoming key industry event
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